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Donating Your Harvest to Support Hungry New Yorkers
A Guide for Farmers
on Donating Extra Food
We’ll cover:
 Becoming part of the solution
 Tax credit for farmers
 Resources to help you coordinate

The Problem
Studies show that unhealthy, heavily
processed food is more affordable and easier
to access than food that is fresh, healthy and
locally grown. 2.67 million, or 13.5%, of New
Yorkers are food insecure and hungry. New
York State’s meal gap is 472 million, which
means that New York State residents who
experience food insecurity fall short of a
nutritious diet by 472 million meals in a
single year. (Feeding America, 2016).
Nutrition assistance helps close this meal gap each month, but is often not enough. Economic factors are forcing
hungry New Yorkers to rely more heavily on supplemental sources of food. Access to healthy, wholesome foods
remain a challenge for these families, which makes your donation even more important.
The Solution
As a farmer, you can help! Through community action, the coordination of food distribution, public investment
in emergency food sites and recent State legislation, New Yorkers are committed to ensuring that everyone has
access to the bounty grown and harvested in the state.
Donating product can happen in many ways. Farmers can donate directly to a food bank, which then delivers
product to their network of pantries and soup kitchens. Farmers can also donate their product directly to a local
food pantry or soup kitchen. Working with a gleaning team (gleaning is the collection of leftover crops from the
field) and then donating product is another option.
When reaching out to a nonprofit to donate, it will be helpful to inquire about the following:
o Receipt for tax purposes
o Packing requirements
o Capacity to coordinate gleaning
o Delivery logistics
o Specific products needed
o (if applicable)
New York State Tax Credit for Farmers
Summary: Farm businesses in New York will be eligible to receive up to a $5,000 tax credit annually for 25% of
their donation measured at fair market value.
Who: Donor: Farm businesses are eligible to receive a tax credit for donating food.
In order to be an ‘eligible farm business,’ your federal gross income from farming for the taxable year is twothirds of excess federal gross.
Recipient: A 501 ( c ) ( 3 ) nonprofit, that includes a food bank, food pantry, soup kitchen or other emergency
food site.
What: Qualified donations can be made by farm businesses to eligible recipients (as listed above). The federal
Good Samaritan Act defines a ‘qualified donation’ as “apparently wholesome food,” which means food that
meets all quality and labeling standards imposed by Federal, State, and local laws and regulations even though
the food may not be readily marketable due to appearance, age, freshness, grade, size, surplus, or other
conditions.
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Farm businesses will need to request a receipt from the recipient that they can use to earn their tax credit at the
end of the year.
When: Starting on January 1, 2018
Where: From farm businesses located in New York that donate their product to non-profits in New York State.
Why: To help compensate farm businesses for some of the costs associated with increasing access to fresh,
healthy food.
Resources:
 A food bank near you is one of the best resources to help you coordinate the donation of your surplus. In
2016, 13.2 million pounds of local food was donated to New York’s
 10 Regional Food Banks who then donated their bounty to over 5,000 emergency food providers across the
state.
 New York State Association for Reduction, Reuse and Recycling, Inc. has a food locator page listing the
emergency meal sites in each region that you can also donate to: https://www.nysar3.org/page/food-locators130.html
 Gleaning is the collection of fresh foods from farms, gardens and other sources. To learn more about gleaning
support, contact your local Cornell Cooperative Extension Office.
 Milk is one of the most requested items by food bank clients, yet there is a dire shortage of milk donated. If
you are a dairy farmer or processor, call your local food bank today to learn about the opportunity to donate.
 Venison is also in high demand in the emergency food system and farmers can make a donation by delivering
a deer to a participating processor. Visit http://www.venisondonation.com/ for more information.
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Are Our Cattle Too Good?
Beef cattle producers are rightfully proud of producing a "good" product but sometimes go to extremes on
weight endpoints to achieve this product. We should really be assessing the cost of putting on those extra
pounds of fat if we are going to stay in business.
I have been following the cattle markets closely this spring. To
some extent, waiting for the drop in prices that will undoubtedly
make everyone groan, but also, because the current benchmarks
in carcass quality that the industry is achieving have me psyched!
Just this morning I was reading an issue of Beef Magazine, Dr.
Nevil Speer always does a great job succinctly summarizing
trends in the beef industry, and what struck me, even more than
the fact that we now are achieving over 80% of carcasses in the
U.S. grading Choice and above, was reflecting on these trends
through the course of my own career. While I was still just young
graduate student, the beef industry hit another record, the
Photo by Brian Prechtel. USDA ARS
Choice-Select spread actually inverted. What does this mean?
Well for a brief period, carcasses that graded Select were worth
$2/cwt more than those that graded Choice. Well obviously, folks spend a lot of time and effort, and feed, to
get cattle to grade Choice so where was the incentive?
Since then, the spread has bounced around and is back to over $17 at the time of this writing (May 2017), a
fairly decent margin. Unfortunately, unless you are selling your cattle on the Yield and Grade grid, none of this
may matter very much. However, regardless of how one sells their cattle, beef cattle producers are generally
proud of making a “good” product and some may take cattle to extreme fat and weight endpoints to make
that product. Pride, however, does not keep us in business and we should really be assessing the costs
associated with putting on those extra pounds of fat if we’re going to stay in business.
Interestingly enough, even in the wake of, what can only be described as awesome national cattle grades,
carcass weights are trending downward. I will step on to my soap box for just a minute to say: This needed to
happen! Carcass weights were out of control. The first load of cattle I followed through the slaughter plant
were discounted at 850 lb. carcass weights, we’ve passed that by 200 lbs. (of carcass weight!) now.
But, again, the 80% plus national average for carcasses grading Choice or above causes me to reflect. I heard
many times over the years the adage that: Cattle have to have age to marble. And, all too often, I have seen
this taken too far, where cattle are kept on feed months too long and wind up with briskets bigger than
basketballs and invisible tail-heads. All because we know that the fatter calf will go prime.
I like to crunch numbers, so I looked at a few different scenarios. If feed costs stay reasonable (I used $140/ton
delivered as reasonable), we could take a steer from 1400 to 1600 lbs. in the current market, which has not
dropped…yet, in about 80 days (assuming 2.5 lbs./day because heavy cattle are not as efficient) and still “net”
a profit of close to $50/hd (May 2017 Choice carcass prices). That is, we could afford to pay ourselves $50 per
head for those extra 80 days of feeding and labor. If we have 50 cattle, we could be paying ourselves
approximately $31 per day to feed and care for those cattle. Oh, and I’m not assuming any bedding costs
(Midwest estimates $5 per day for heavy cattle in the winter, $3 in the summer) or veterinary care, so deduct
that from your daily income if you have those costs. Oh, and I’m assuming 100% of your cattle graded Choice
because they will, with that extra 200 lbs.…right? If feed is $160 per ton, profit drops to $13 per head and the
ability to pay yourself begins to shrink. If feed really jumps and we have to pay $180 per ton for these heavy
cattle, we can kiss our profits goodbye and start fielding calls from the banker.
My point is this: cattle do not need “age” to marble. A lot of factors affect marbling. Genetics, feeding, age at
weaning, even the dams nutrition while that calf is in utero, can all affect the potential of that animal to grade
Choice or Prime. As an industry, we have done a phenomenal job selecting for quality genetics and managing
how we feed cattle to improve grades. We need to also focus on the hidden costs of keeping heavy animals
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too long. How much does it cost to keep the lights on? How much time do extra days on feed take away from
your ability to do other things on the farm or even to start another load of cattle in that barn?
In short, do not discount your facility costs in your calculations as I did in the previous example. These are
different for every operation, but every building has a cost (repairs, electric, bedding, etc.). Every pasture has a
cost (fencing, water, land value, etc.). In our industry nothing is “free”. Do not take your land and buildings for
granted by keeping less productive cattle on your farm just so they will be “good”.
Source: http://extension.psu.edu/animals/beef/news; Tara L. Felix, Penn State Extension

The pursuit of lower somatic cell counts to achieve milk quality goals leads some to wonder if the cow's
immune response is compromised.
Somatic Cell Counts - How Low is Too Low?
Can somatic cell counts get too low? That seems to be a question I receive often from producers who are trying
to achieve optimum milk quality. A high somatic cell count (SCC) is undesirable from the standpoint of quality,
but some producers fear that a SCC that is too low might result in more cases of mastitis due to reduced
bacteria-fighting capacity.
Somatic cells are white blood cells that fight infection and repair tissue damage. When the udder is infected,
white blood cells move to the udder and into the milk to defend against the invading bacteria. This process is
very important; without it, elimination of even mild cases of mastitis would be very slow with tissue damage
increased. Somatic cell counts in the udder do not reflect the pool of cells which can be recruited from the blood
to fight infections. Milk SCC simply measures the number of cells in the milk. The higher the SCC the greater
the chance that the quarter is infected. The key to mastitis prevention is good management practices and healthy
cows that can quickly fight mastitis battles when needed.
The question is, are low SCC cows at greater risk to mastitis infections? Ideally, an individual cow cell count
should be between 100,000 and 150,000. With a count below 50,000, there is some evidence that cows respond
more slowly to infection. As an Extension Educator, I am always encouraging dairy producers to decrease their
SCC for high production and profitability. Many farms are reaching an overall herd SCC of less than 75,000,
which was unheard of 10 years ago. This is due to increases in research and new technologies that are available.
As farms reduce their bulk talk SCC below 100,000, they increase the number of low cell count cows in their
herd. This may also increase the risk of clinical mastitis. However, the benefits of having a low SCC far
outweigh the risks. The answer is not to increase your SCC, but to maximize immunity and keep cows in the
best environment possible.
Why do low SCC cows get clinical mastitis, which is sometimes lethal? Is it because of decreased immunity or
opportunity? High SCC herds mostly deal with contagious bacteria. These infections are usually subclinical and
go undetected for a period of time. If clinical, they are usually mild with a few flakes, clots, or swelling.
Environmental bacteria are rarely seen in these herds, because they are opportunists and can’t compete with the
highly invasive contagious bacteria. Low SCC herds usually have low levels of contagious bacteria and limit
the spread with good milking procedures and management practices. When these herds do get an infection it is
usually environmental. These organisms are opportunistic, not invasive, meaning most animals who get these
infections are immune suppressed or stressed, such as dry cows or early lactation animals. Low SCC cows are
not more susceptible to environmental organisms, but clinical signs tend to be more visible and grab the
attention of producers.
In conclusion, the pros outweigh the cons in this particular debate. Producers should continue to produce the
highest quality milk possible. A low SCC means increased income from more milk, increased quality
premiums, and decreased mastitis costs. Keeping your cows healthy with proper nutrition, a clean environment,
and good management will reduce the risk of infection. The ultimate winner is the consumer, who gets a high
quality dairy product.
Source: http://extension.psu.edu; Amber Yutzy, Extension Dairy Educator
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Can Drones Benefit Small-Scale Agriculture?
“Drones”, “Unmanned Aircraft Systems” (UAS), or “Unmanned Aircraft
Vehicles (UAV)” have been making the news almost daily. UAV’s have not
just been flying overhead, but they have been busy delivering burritos, pizzas,
and even beer (although not all of these activities were legal). These platforms
are not just recreational devices or delivery mechanisms. They also serve as
important data collectors and can support an array of sensors and applications.
So, have you ever wondered what precipitated the commercial applications of
drones? Certainly, the military deserves lots of credit. But the tsunami of drone
platforms and options that are available for purchase by everyday consumers
and mapping companies likely has its roots with a gadget that permeated across
society a few years back – your handy smartphone. The development of
smartphones was a result of improvements, miniaturization, and
synchronization of many of the technical components (batteries, GNSS
receivers, processors, cameras, etc.) that are also found in the internal workings
of today’s drones. Through the evolution of smartphone technology, these
technical components got smaller and more powerful, and they also all worked
together better and more seamlessly. So basically, if you attached some wings
and a little propeller to your smartphone, you’d have a good start on an unmanned aircraft.
Many organizations, including public, private, and other non-profit/NGO’s, recognize the potential benefits of
small unmanned aircraft systems (sUAS) to support communities, clients, and stakeholders. These benefits are
associated with the ability of the sUAS to ‘look down’ and collect data about vegetation, the terrain, and other
features. This data can be captured in many forms. Some examples include orthomosaiced imagery,
videography, elevation data, and vegetation indices. Data collected from sUAS can be used to support decision
making and increase efficiencies in many fields and across an array of applications.
In the past, decision-makers have been reliant on existing and
available aerial imagery. Often, imagery data sources were used, not
because they were the most appropriate data to support a particular
application, but because they were ‘simply better than any other
available imagery option’. The imagery, for example, might have
been captured in less than optimal conditions (including temporal
conditions, spectral and spatial resolution, etc.) for the application at
hand.
One major advantage of sUAS derived data, is that sUAS operators
can acquire ‘data on demand’, meaning that data can be captured
when it is needed. Sensors, temporal characteristics, resolution, and
other thresholds can be established in direct support of the
application at hand. Stakeholders are no longer left to use the ‘best data
available’, as they can tailor the data collection efforts to directly support
specific application demands. This is what is meant by ‘data on demand’.
sUAS provides an integrated system and is often comprised of a set of
tools, that includes the: flight planning software, aircraft, sensors,
processing software, and other tools (GPS receivers, etc.) that professionals
can carry in the back seat of their car. Larger agricultural producers have
been successfully employing UAS to support their application demands.
However, it remains to be seen whether smaller scale producers can
efficiently and cost effectively utilize imagery collected from sUAS as well. We just do not have a clear
understanding of the challenges, opportunities, and benefits of sUAS operations for smaller scale agricultural
producers.
Source: https://extension.org/2017/06/01/drones-small-scale-agriculture-mcgee/
Written by John McGee, a Professor and Geospatial Extension Specialist at Virginia Tech.
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Prevent Parasites Through Grazing Management
Grazing management and genetic selection can help your flock minimize the impact of parasites.
Parasites continue to plague many sheep and goat producers throughout the grazing season.
Internal parasites decrease growth rates and in high levels can even cause death. However,
sheep and goat producers can follow several practices to minimize the impacts to their flock
or herd. These practices center on grazing management, but can also include genetic
selection principles.
Livestock pass internal parasite eggs in their manure. These eggs then hatch and go through
several larval stages until they reach an infective stage. This can take as little as six days to
go from egg to infective stage. Therefore, producers can use grazing rotations to stay ahead
of this cycle. A key is to subdivide fields so that the animals have enough to eat for four to
six days. Fields can be subdivided using temporary fencing such as poly-wire or electric net
St. Croix sheep have fence. These smaller areas allow sheep or goats to graze the forages present in the field more
evenly. Rotate animals into a new field within six days in order to stay ahead of the parasite
shown resistance to
parasites and
life cycle. In other words, the parasite larva reach the infective stage after the sheep or goats
tolerance to hot
have moved out of that field.
Larva can survive for long periods, even as long as 120 days, when weather conditions are cool and moist. However,
when the weather is hot and dry, those parasites can die very quickly. Therefore, the challenge comes when producers
balance between these weather patterns to ensure that infective parasite larva are no longer present in the pastures.
This can be much easier to write about than accomplish because the goal is to keep fields lush and growing, which
creates a more ideal environment for the parasites. Harvesting fields for hay is one way to open up those areas to heat
and sunlight in order to kill parasite larva. Another option is to have long rest periods so that the parasites die before
the sheep return to that field to graze.
Parasites can also go into a hypobiotic or dormant state inside sheep or goats. Parasites can remain in this state until
environmental conditions improve. Sheep and goat producers often see problems when this occurs during the summer.
Animals graze pastures short during extended hot and dry weather conditions. Then, when weather conditions improve
following a rain, a sudden parasite “bloom” occurs. Parasites that remained inside animals as well as parasites that
remained in the egg stage develop very quickly to an infective state. This leads to very large numbers of infective
parasites. Therefore, adequate rest periods of 65 days or more between grazings can be critical during the summer!
Multi-species grazing also contributes to breaking the parasite life cycle. While sheep and goats share many of the
same parasites, cattle and horses do not. Cattle and horses grazed with sheep and goats help to break parasite life
cycles because the sheep and goat parasites cannot survive in those other species. Sheep and goats can graze fields at
the same time as cattle or horses, or they can graze in a leader-follower system. The leader-follower system allows one
species to graze and then after an adequate rest period and forage regrowth, the other species grazes the field.
Another option to prevent parasite infections is to leave at least three inches of forage in the fields when animals move
to the next field. Some producers will rotate sheep or goats at taller heights. Most parasite larva are found in the first
two inches of forage growth, so the goal is to move the sheep and goats out of a field before they graze down to levels
where parasite larva will be consumed.
A final option is to consider the genetics of the sheep and goats. Producers should keep records that identify when they
treat animals for parasites. This information should include who was treated, date treated, and product used. Producers
should also track withdrawal dates to ensure that no medication residues are present when sheep or goats go to market.
Producers should cull animals that they consistently treat more often than most animals in the flock or herd. This
allows producers to develop genetics that are more resistant to parasite infections. The parasites will still be present,
but the animal’s immune system can better withstand the infection.
The National Sheep Improvement Program can take this selection practice a step further by identifying parasite
resistant sheep and goats through Estimated Breeding Values. Producers develop these breeding values through fecal
egg counts from each lamb or kid in the flock. Those individuals with higher resistance produce lower fecal egg
counts. Producers enrolled in the program enter fecal egg count data along with other performance data and submit to
LambPlan in Australia. For more information on NSIP, check out their website or call their office at 515-708-8850.
Good pasture management as well as good selection practices can both lead to fewer parasite problems in sheep and
goats.
Source: extension.psu.edu; Melanie Barkley, Livestock Extension Educator
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Better Never Than Late
It’s not too early to start thinking about late blight. No relation to early blight, with which it shares a last name, late
blight has become a perennial disease since infected tomato plants were shipped from southern greenhouses to the
Northeast in May 2009. Prior to that, late blight was uncommon, but now we seem to be able to bank on its arrival each
August. The fact that it is a seasonal immigrant is worth noting, since most garden diseases (such as early blight) are
already here in the soil.
Gardeners and produce growers make a fuss about late blight because it has the potential to kill acres of tomatoes and
potatoes in a matter of days; its fearsome reputation is well-deserved. Given the botanical name Phytophthora infestans,
“highly contagious plant destroyer,” it is what laid waste to the Irish potato crop from 1844 to 1846, leading to a
devastating famine.
To be fair to a right nasty microbe, however, late blight was not entirely to blame for the Great Hunger of 1845-1852.
During this period, record quantities of Irish beef, pork, mutton, and grain were shipped to England. The fact that
potatoes were the only foodstuff not somehow limited or confiscated by the occupying British forces is the reason the
failure of that single crop caused the death of over a million Irish, and the emigration of even more.
Even though we have the luxury of growing other vegetables, we still want to avoid late blight. How to dodge a killer
that breezes into town on the wind is a fair question, though. It turns out that the late blight fungus is technically a water
mold, and requires moisture for a spore to germinate on a tomato or potato leaf. Planting tomatoes far apart—24 inches
is good—and making wide row spacing—say, 36 inches—will improve air circulation and sunlight penetration. Most
gardeners already stake or trellis tomatoes; this is also key. Pruning is less common, but worthwhile. Maintain a single
stem by pinching off “suckers” that arise at every leaf junction (axil). This will help reduce disease, plus get you larger
tomatoes that start to ripen earlier.
Home gardeners can use protective sprays to stave off late blight, but none of these products will stop the disease once
it hits. Fungicides with the active ingredient chlorothalonil are readily available, and organic growers can use copperbased fungicides. To avoid needless spraying, usablight.org has a great tool for both home and commercial growers.
You can sign up to receive alerts when late blight is found elsewhere in the region, and can set the distance you prefer.
Weather plays a big part in how it spreads. Not only are wet conditions conducive for the pathogen to get started on a
plant, cloud cover shields late blight spores from UV radiation. In full sun, spores are killed in about an hour, but if it is
overcast they are good for many days.
Knowing how to spot the scourge is critical. Many diseases of tomatoes and potatoes can be mistaken for late blight.
Early blight, a ubiquitous garden disease, is soil-borne and begins on the bottom leaves, working its way up the plant.
Septoria leaf spot, another soil-borne pathogen, sometimes occurs along with early blight. Blossom-end rot, which
actually is due to severe water stress and is not a disease, causes tomatoes to become blackened and rotten on the
bottom.
The first obvious symptoms of late blight are large, watery lesions on leaves, giving them the appearance of having
been frozen and then thawed. In moist and/or humid conditions, white fungal growth may be seen at the margins of the
lesions. Since late blight is airborne, symptoms will show up throughout the plant, not just near the bottom. The disease
also affects stems, sometimes killing the plant above the point of infection. On the tomatoes themselves, late blight
causes large, brown, greasy-looking patches that are surprisingly firm to the touch.
If late blight is confirmed, you can try and salvage unripe tomatoes of mature size by immersing them in a 10% bleach
solution and laying them out on a counter top or baking sheet where you can keep an eye on them. Discard any fruit that
develop lesions. Ripe tomatoes with small late blight spots are safe to eat after removing affected areas, but the USDA
recommends not using them for canning.
Obviously, late blight can spread on the wind from one garden or farm to the next. To protect other growers, diseased
plants should be placed in clear plastic bags and left in the sun until no green tissue is left. Once the plants are
completely dead, the late blight organism can no longer produce spores and it is safe to compost those plants, bury
them, or discard them in the trash.
In northern latitudes, the only way late blight has been able to overwinter is by hiding in potatoes from infected plants
that have been left in the ground. When these volunteers sprout in the spring, late blight can work its way up the stem,
produce spores and touch off an epidemic. Now that we are in an age of recurring late blight infestations, it is essential
for gardeners and farmers scout for and destroy all volunteer potato plants each year.
For more information on late blight, go to usablight.org, or call your local Cornell Cooperative Extension office. Let’s
do all we can this year to keep it late. Or better yet, never.
Source: Paul Hetzler, Horticulture & Natural Resources Educator; St. Lawrence County CCE
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One of my favorite plants is either highly versatile, or very confused. On the one hand, professional herbivores like
rabbits and deer refuse to even touch it, but many people, myself included, will gladly eat it every day it is available.
While contacting it is painful, it has been proven to relieve certain chronic pain. It is steeped in over a thousand years
of folklore, at one point imbued with the power to cleanse away sin, yet medical science recognizes it as a legitimate
remedy for many disorders. Some gardeners consider it a bothersome weed, but others actually cultivate it.
The stinging nettle, Urtica dioica, is native to Europe, Asia, and northern Africa but has been widespread throughout
North America from northern Mexico to northern Canada for centuries. Experts disagree as to the number of nettle
species and subspecies worldwide. To confuse matters, many of these cross with one another to form hybrids.
Although a few species do not sting, if it’s nettle and it gives you a rash, it’s fair to call it stinging nettle.
Nettles sprout little hypodermic needles on stems, leaves, and even their flowers. Called trichomes, these glass-like
silica-based needles inject a mixture of irritating chemicals upon contact. The cocktail varies by species, but usually
includes histamine, 5-HTP, serotonin, formic acid and acetylcholine.
So why would one place this well-armed adversary in their mouth? Well, when nettles are cooked, the stinging hairs
are destroyed. Furthermore, nettles are the tastiest cooked green—wild or domestic—that I have ever had. It tastes
like chicken. Kidding—it tastes a lot like spinach, except sweeter. Nettles can be boiled, steamed, or stir-fried. They
are great by themselves or in soups, omelets, pesto, casseroles, or pretty much any savory dish you can come up
with.
One of the things I really like about nettles is that they are some of the first green things to get going after the snow
melts. I should mention that only the tops of young plants are harvested to eat. The good thing is that the more you
pick, the more young tops grow back. Eventually they will get too tall and tough, but frequent picking can stretch
nettle season well into June.
On a dry-weight basis, nettles are higher in protein—
about 15% —than almost any other leafy green
vegetable. They are a good source of iron, potassium,
calcium, and Vitamins A and C, and have a healthy
ratio of Omega-3/ Omega-6 fatty acids. Because drying
also neutralizes nettles’ sting, they have been used as
fodder for domestic animals. Today nettles are
commonly fed to laying hens to improve their
productivity.
The University of Maryland Medical Center reports
that nettles help relieve symptoms, such as difficulty
urinating, of Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia (BPH) in
men. In terms of using pain to relieve pain, the U of M
Medical Center also states that research “...suggests
that some people find relief from joint pain by applying
nettle leaf topically to the painful area. Other studies show that taking an oral extract of stinging nettle, along with
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), allowed people to reduce their NSAID dose.”
As The Cat in the Hat said, that is not all. You’d think the U of M was selling nettles the way they seem to promote
them. Consider this endorsement: “One preliminary human study suggested that nettle capsules helped reduce
sneezing and itching in people with hay fever. In another study, 57% of patients rated nettles as effective in relieving
allergies, and 48% said that nettles were more effective than allergy medications they had used previously.”
Gardeners use nettles as a “green manure” because they (nettles, that is—gardeners may be nitrogen-rich, but they’re
not routinely added to soil.) are high in nitrogen, as well as iron and manganese. Nettles can also help attract
beneficial insects.
What can’t you do with nettles? I guess they’re kind of like Dr. Seuss’ “thneed.” Turns out you can wear them, too.
Nettles have been used for 2,000 years as a source of fiber for cloth-making. During World War I, Germany used
nettle fiber to make military uniforms. I have made cordage from nettle stems using a simple technique called
reverse-wrapping.
If you have a nettle patch, put away the weed killer, and consider yourself lucky.
Source: Paul Hetzler, Horticulture & Natural Resources Educator; St. Lawrence County CCE
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These days, walking on water is not the big deal it once was. Back a long time ago, it required a miracle, but
now all you need is a bad infestation of invasive aquatic plants. Anyone who has viewed a serious case of
European watermilfoil, water chestnut, or hydrilla knows that a solid mat of vegetation stretching across a onceopen waterway is a barrier to swimming, fishing, and boating. And that sometimes you can literally walk across
it (but only in places where the water is real shallow).
New York claims to be the Empire State. I have no idea what that means, but we certainly are near the head of
the pack in some ways. Nationally, NY State ranks third in population and second in apple production. But
when it comes to invasive forest pests, it gets first prize. It is also in the top few for terrestrial and aquatic
invasive species.
There are a number of reasons for our excellence in pestilence.
New York has traded with Europe longer than most states, has
many ports of entry, and an extensive canal system. Many
invasive aquatic plants, though, are not a byproduct of our
industry. Watermilfoil may have been introduced by the
Goldfish Liberation Movement. Turns out that watermilfoil was
commonly sold as an aquarium plant, and when Goldie was set
free in some pond or stream, so were all her accoutrements.
Other invasives came in by way of the St. Lawrence Seaway
when ocean-going ships got here and relieved themselves of the
bilge/ballast water they had been holding in since they left home.
Regardless of how these aquatic exotics first arrived, they have
been spread far and wide by us. Not you and me, of course, but
all the other people. Although most aquatic invasive plants make
seeds, they typically multiply through fragments. Usually, just a
snippet of plant clinging to a boat propeller, trailer, or other
equipment is all it takes to start a new infestation in the next
water body visited. It was once thought that when the plants dry
out, they die, so one didn’t need to clean the boat if it was a few
days before the next launch. Come to find out, some aquatic
plants can survive being dried. Oops.
The weird thing is that the plants choking our lakes and rivers are not a problem in their native countries. This is
because those places have scores of critters, insects primarily, that feed on the stuff and keep it in check. You’d
think we would just go to China or Japan, scoop up a pile of bugs, and let them loose here. Of course it is not
that easy. Each insect has to be vetted to ensure they do not also chomp on native plants, food crops, or small
pets. To my knowledge, none has been shown to eat pets, but most of them get tossed out for bad behavior of
some kind. A few have made it through, though, and many others are still under study.
This year, New York State Parks is renewing its Watercraft Inspection Steward Program. This endeavor
involves hiring 50 college students who spend all summer monitoring NYS boat launch sites for the purpose of
encouraging boaters to clean their craft and gear. The students thereby earn minimum wage, a smattering of
hostility, indifference, and sunburn, plus the occasional accolade. Most of the 50 sites are in the Adirondacks, so
you could easily run into a launch steward when you put in your boat or canoe this year. Please be nice to them.
In addition, the NYS Department of Environmental Conservation has sponsored 20 boat wash and
decontamination stations along major travel routes in the Adirondacks and elsewhere in the north country.
Pulling in is voluntary, but the boat wash is free, so you may as well take advantage of the service. Probably
waxing costs extra. A thorough wash may seem excessive, but tiny invasives like spiny water flea can cling to
boat hulls, or even a canoe paddle.
Most of us prefer to walk on dry land and to use lakes and rivers for swimming and boating. Let’s help keep it
that way. Don’t pick up hitchhikers.
Source: Paul Hetzler, Horticulture & Natural Resources Educator; St. Lawrence County CCE
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LOCAL RAINFALL DATA
The Pipeline Ag Safety Alliance
(http://pipelineagsafetyalliance.com/) works with
Extension people across the country to help get
the word out to
farmers about pipeline
safety. A recent
message from the
alliance includes the
following tips.

Did you know?

Average Rainfall for May
Town
Croghan
Denmark
Greig
Harrisburg
Lewis
Leyden
Lowville
Martinsburg
Montague
New Bremen
Pinckney
Talcottville
Turin
Watson
West Turin
Total Average

2016
0.45
0.80
1.40
1.64
2.83
1.68
2.93
1.28
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
2.18
0.00
2.88
1.82

2017
5.70
7.36
7.50
6.45
10.84
0.00
0.00
7.40
0.00
9.40
0.00
8.19
8.93
0.00
9.00
8.08

3 Year
Avg.
2.87
3.56
4.28
3.82
6.29
1.68
3.12
4.09
4.15
4.57
4.30
5.51
5.59
NA
4.88
4.19



Pipeline depths
can change over
time due to
erosion, previous
digging projects,
contouring and
other factors.



Some pipelines
and related
facilities may be located above the ground.



Pipeline markers are designed to make you
aware of the presence of the pipeline and its
approximate location.



Pipeline representatives may be required to be present whenever digging occurs on the pipeline
right-of-way.



Even slight contact with a pipeline can cause damage,
as pipelines have a protective coating that when
scratched, nicked or scraped can cause future
incidents. So if a farmer or rancher makes any contact
with a pipeline, the pipeline operator should be called
immediately.



Pipeline operators can be contacted by phone or
email for any questions, and specific contact
information (including emergency contact numbers)
can be found on printed materials, company websites
or pipeline markers in the field.

The alliance provides an easy, online tool called Find Pipelines in Your County. Visit
https://www.npms.phmsa.dot.gov/ to look for pipelines in your neighborhood. Use the “public map
viewer” and select your state and county. A colored aerial map will appear with colored lines indicating
utility pipelines. You can zoom in to see individual fields.
Farmers and everyone else are urged to call before you dig. It’s easy to do. You’ll have to think
ahead a few days, but the local utilities will mark any underground utilities or assure you they are not
present. “Digging” includes fence posts, deep tillage and earth leveling.
Source: http://msue.anr.msu.edu/ Jim Isleib, Michigan State University
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One small seed is all it takes to produce the gigantic pumpkins
entered in fierce competitions around the world, including the
record set in 2016 with a 2,624.6-pounder that weighed almost
as much as a Volkswagen bug.
Maybe you won't achieve quite that size but plant ‘Dill's Atlantic
Giant’ and you’ll grow a whopping pumpkin, said Jim Myers, a
vegetable breeder for Oregon State University.
"I've had these types growing in fields and without doing
anything special to them I've gotten 400-pounders," he said.
"They certainly need plenty of water and lots of space to grow.
People who grow them competitively have their own secret
formulas that they don't talk about and use different strategies.
It's a very small group that does it competitively and they're
If you’ve got the space and inclination, try
very fanatical about it."
growing your own monster pumpkin.
Photo by Stephen Ward
Modern monster pumpkin genetics go back to grower Howard
Dill, a Nova Scotia farmer who spent 30 years selectively
breeding giant pumpkins. He came up with ‘Dill's Atlantic Giant’ – and every world champion since has
come from offspring of those seeds.
Dill reinvigorated giant-pumpkin competitions in 1978 by breaking a 75-year-old record set in 1903 by
William Warnock, whose 403-pound oddity was then displayed at the 1904 World's Fair in St. Louis. Dill's
champion 438.5-pound pumpkin sounds wimpy next to those grown today, but it was outlandish enough to
gain a spot in "Ripley's Believe It or Not." Dill held the world record four years straight and landed in the
Guinness World Records book in 1981 with a 493.5-pounder.
To grow a monster pumpkin, it takes a monster amount of land, water and fertilizer. A single pumpkin can
cover 1,200 square feet and the big boys need up to 500 gallons a week. If you’d like to try, Myers offered
the following advice:
Use ‘Dill’s Atlantic Giant’ seeds. Competitive growers seek out offspring of the champions, but be aware
seeds are expensive – a single seed of a champion has been auctioned for as much as $1,600. For
beginners, find seed online from local mail-order nurseries Territorial Seed Co. and Nichols Garden Seed
for significantly cheaper.
Germinate monster pumpkin seeds at air temperatures of 65 to 75 degrees and soil temperatures of 70
to 90 degrees.
Grow pumpkins indoors from seed and move the starts to your garden about five to seven weeks later.
Plant in late May after the last frost.
Full sun is important – avoid sites with full or partial shade.
Avoid soil compaction in the field. Some growers use stepping stones or boards to minimize impact during
the season.
Place plastic around the base of the pumpkin about two weeks before planting to bring the soil temperature
to about 60 degrees. A high tunnel or hoop house can also be used, especially during the early part of the
season to create a warmer environment for the plant.
Provide your pumpkin with plenty of room to spread – a single plant may use as much as 1,200 square
feet, or roughly a 40-foot diameter circle.
Remove enough flowers and fruit – pumpkins are actually fruits – to force the plant to put all its energy into
producing one behemoth fruit instead of lots of smaller fruits.
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Hand-pollinate pumpkins to increase the number of seeds that develop and the likelihood for bigger fruits.
Pull off the petals of male flowers, which look like straight stalks, and dab these on the female flowers,
which have little round ball-shaped ovaries at their base.
Give pumpkins 130 days or more to mature. Because of this, they are best suited to western Oregon.
Check soil daily. The ground needs to be evenly moist – but not soggy – at all times. Keep water off foliage
to discourage disease.
Apply aged manure in fall or in spring put down compost, up to 5 cubic yards per plant. Then use a
fertilizer periodically through the season. Apply lime in fall to bring soil to a more neutral pH if a test
determines it is on the acid side. Fertilize every two weeks or so with decomposed manure, compost or
fertilizer.
Maintain a weed-free area around plants. Stake down or bury leaf nodes along the vine. These will root and
help prevent wind from rolling the vines. You can place the growing pumpkin on a large piece of cardboard
or piece of wood to repel soil-dwelling insects.
As the fruit gains size, shade it to prevent scalding and reduce overheating. The skin will also remain more
flexible and the fruit will be less likely to split.
Harvest your pumpkin at the end of the season just before the first frost. It won't color to the bright orange
of a jack-o'-lantern type, but it will appear pale yellow to orange-ish red when it is ready.
To qualify as a pumpkin and not a squash, the surface area must be shaded red, pink or yellow, rather than
blue, gray or green.
At harvest time, be careful that the pumpkin does not develop cracks, which will disqualify you in
competitions.
After you've entered your pumpkin in weigh-off competitions, you might be able to sell it to businesses.
Casinos or restaurants will sometimes purchase a champion and contract with a professional pumpkin
carver to create a short-lived sculpture, Myers said. Or you can roast the seeds. Be forewarned, though,
the flesh is not very palatable.
"It's something that's interesting to do. There's not a lot of practicality. There
might be a little prize money and it's good for notoriety," Myers said.
Source: http://extension.oregonstate.edu

Pumpkin Seeds
Many people are interested in how to roast their pumpkin seeds during the fall months. Drying and roasting
pumpkin seeds is a family activity that is fun to do together and yields a healthy snack for all ages.
Drying seeds and roasting seeds are two different procedures, according to the National Center for Home Food
Preservation (NCHFPP. According to the NCHFP, to dry pumpkin seeds, carefully wash seed to remove the
clinging fibrous pumpkin tissue.
To dry: carefully wash pumpkin seeds to remove the clinging fibrous pumpkin tissue. Pumpkin seeds can be
dried in a dehydrator at 115 to 120 degrees F for 1 to 2 hours, or in an oven on warm for 3 to 4 hours. Stir them
frequently to avoid scorching.
To roast: take dried pumpkin seeds and toss with oil and or salt and roast in a preheated oven at 250 degrees F
for 10 to 15 minutes. Try adding a dash of garlic powder, curry powder or Cajun seasoning to roasted pumpkin
seeds.
To roast in microwave: Pat 1 cup rinsed pumpkin seeds dry with a paper towel. Place 2 tablespoons butter in
a microwave-safe dish. Microwave on high 7 to 8 minutes, stirring every 2 minutes. Sprinkle with salt and
other seasonings.
Pumpkin seeds are rich in minerals, calories and protein. Pumpkin seeds are a concentrated source of iron, zinc
and magnesium and contain omega 6 and omega 3 fats. They are also high in fiber.
Store dried or roasted seeds in an airtight container in the refrigerator. If they will be kept longer than 10 to 14
days, place in the freezer.
Source: https://burke.ces.ncsu.edu
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Demonstration Gardens
Our demonstration garden has been established! Come check out the variety of plants we have
including a pollinator bed, edible flower bed, and a demo of square footage gardening as part of
Cornell University’s Vegetable Variety Trail. Be on the lookout for more garden programming and
updates in the next months! Please contact the office if you are interested in getting involved.

Above: 4-H intern, Caleb VanBuren,
establishing kale and pepper transplants.
Right: Sustainable Agriculture Educator,
Mellissa Spence, planting seeds
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Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) Regulations and Quarantines
Changes made to EAB Quarantine effective May 2017
As part of the State's on-going efforts to slow the spread of EAB, NYS Department of Agriculture and Markets
(NYSDAM) and NYS DEC have revised their quarantine regulations by creating a single Restricted Zone
encompassing the current known EAB infestations. This Restricted Zone replaces the eight smaller Restricted
Zones that spanned the state east to west.

What is a "Restricted Zone"?
The Restricted Zone is a quarantine around known EAB infestations, following town lines. Restricted Zones
will be created or expanded through regulation amendments, as additional EAB infestations are found.
Please note: If you have ash trees,
stop and learn more before you act.
The potential threat of emerald ash
borer (EAB) is real; however, acting
without understanding the specific
threat to your trees, regulations and
quarantines, and your options, could
cause the unnecessary loss of treasured
shade trees, or loss of substantial
income from your woodlot.
The emerald ash borer (Agrilus planipennis)
was first discovered in the U.S. in 2002 in
southeastern Michigan. It was also found in
Windsor, Ontario the same year. This Asian
beetle infests and kills North American ash
species (Fraxinus sp.) including green, white,
black and blue ash. Thus, all native ash trees
are susceptible. Adult beetles leave distinctive
D-shaped exit holes in the outer bark of the
branches and the trunk. Adults are roughly 3/8
to 5/8 inch long with metallic green wing
covers and a coppery red or purple abdomen.
They may be present from late May
through early September but are most
common in June and July. Signs of
infection include tree canopy dieback,
yellowing, and browning of leaves.
Most trees die within 2 to 4 years of
becoming infested. The emerald ash
borer is responsible for the destruction
of hundreds of millions of ash trees in
the U.S. since its discovery in
Michigan. If you think you have EAB,
call the Department's EAB and
Firewood hotline at 1-866-640-0652.

/Lewis County Line

The emerald ash borer is smaller than
a penny. Photo: Howard Russell, MI
State U., www.forestryimages.org

Source: http://www.dec.ny.gov
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Only Bury Your Tree After It’s Dead
In springtime, driving around on weekends makes me sad. Invariably I’ll pass
someone out in their yard, shovel in hand, maybe with their kids or spouse, and
they have a cute little tree from the garden center on one side of them, and a
wicked deep hole in the ground on the other. If I wasn’t so shy, I’d stop and
offer my condolences, because clearly they are having a funeral for the tree.
Here’s an arborist joke: What do you call a three-foot deep planting hole for a
tree? It’s grave. Tree root systems are broad—three times the branch length,
barring an impediment—and shallow. Ninety percent of tree roots are in the top
ten inches of soil, and 98% are in the top eighteen inches. Tree roots are shallow
because they like to breathe on a regular basis. I think we can all relate to that.
Soil pores allow roots to get oxygen, which ultimately comes from the soil
surface. Oxygen levels drop with soil depth, eventually reaching zero at some
point. In silty, clay or loam soils, that point is less than three feet down. To
make matters worse, adding compost or manure to a deep planting hole ensures
the roots will suffocate, because the microbes that break down organic matter will use up all available oxygen.
Every tree comes with planting instructions, even if there is no tag. To read these directions, find the spot near
the base where the trunk widens out and the roots begin. This is called the trunk flare, and is the depth gauge.
The trunk flare should be just visible at the soil surface. With a very small specimen, especially a small grafted
tree, this can be tricky. Basically find the uppermost root and park it about an inch below the surface.
Not all trees planted too deeply die, but they all suffer a lot, and even in the best cases, it will take them years to
catch up with a similar tree planted correctly. In general, smaller trees fare better than larger ones. Sometimes a
little tree can survive by sending out fibrous (adventitious) roots from its stem just below the soil surface. Larger
trees do this too, but the scrawny new roots will not support a large top.
Occasionally you may come across planting instructions that suggest a deep hole, but you can literally search the
world over, and you will never hear such nonsense from a research-based source. Get your trees from a garden
center, but your planting advice from an evidence-based institution.
There is an old saying, “dig a fifty-dollar hole for a five-dollar tree.” It may need to be adjusted for inflation but
the idea still has currency. The planting hole should be saucer-shaped and 2-3 times the diameter of the root
system, but no deeper—ever. Otherwise the Planting Police will ticket you. Not really, but if an arborist happens
to come along, they may scowl ominously at you.
Before backfilling, remove all burlap and twine. Wire cages on ball-and-burlap trees should be cut away once the
tree is positioned in the hole. Container-grown tree root systems may have circling roots that must be teased out
straight, or they will become girdling roots years later and choke the trunk.
Adding loads of organic matter to the backfill likely dates back to ancient times, when folks might grab an
arborist, if one was handy, and throw them in the planting hole. Possibly in response to this, arborists now
recommend little or no additional organic matter in many cases.
In very sandy or heavy clay soils, moderate (up to 30%) amounts of peat moss, compost or other amendments
can be used in the backfill. Do not add sand to clay, though—that is how bricks are made, and most plants do not
grow real well in bricks. Adding more organic matter than one-third by volume can cause a “teacup effect,” and
roots could suffocate. Fertilizer is stressful on new transplants, so wait at least a year on that. In healthy native
soils, a tree may never need commercial fertilizer.
Water thoroughly as you backfill, and prod the soil with a stick or shovel handle to eliminate air pockets. Unless
the site is very windy it’s best not to stake the tree—movement is needed for a strong trunk to develop. Two to
four inches of mulch over the planting area (but not touching the trunk) will help conserve moisture and suppress
weeds. It’s almost impossible to over-water a new transplant, but it does happen. Throughout the first season,
check the soil every few days to be sure it’s moist but not waterlogged.
Have fun landscaping, but please wait until after your tree dies to inter it.
Source: Paul Hetzler, Horticulture & Natural Resources Educator; St. Lawrence County CCE
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An In-Tents Infestation
Given the cool rainy weather of late, one wouldn’t think tenting would be popular. But tents are
everywhere. They do not seem to respect sanctioned camping areas in NYS forests, and many
have even invaded posted lands. The tents in question here, of course, do not belong to people.
They are the white silken nests of eastern tent caterpillars (ETC), which are less welcome than
trespassing hikers.
Yes, tent caterpillars are back, like a B-grade horror sequel. Or maybe it is a remake—the last time we had an infestation
was about ten years ago. Actually the creepy crawlies never left, but merely boded their time for a few years, probably
cooking up fertility drugs or something. Late last summer, ETC female moths laid eggs in light-brown masses resembling
dabs of spray-foam insulation. Though the babies hatched in late April, the tents did not become noticeable until recently.
Variously known as tent worms, army worms, and a host of other names not suitable to print, there are actually two species
of tent caterpillars. The eastern tent caterpillar prefers trees and shrubs in the family Rosaceae, such as cherry, apple and
crabapple. It is a dark caterpillar with a single white stripe down its back. The forest tent caterpillar (FTC), which would like
to take credit for building tents, does not in fact make a nest. It is identical to ETC but has a row of keyhole-shaped
“footprints” down its back instead of a stripe. Both species are native.
Eastern tent caterpillars hatch about a week earlier than their forest tent caterpillar cousins, and have a head start right now
on damaging trees. As mentioned, they prefer fruit trees, but they’ll turn to other host plants if they empty out the fruit bowl.
ETC is of special concern to horse owners, as they are known to cause pregnant mares to miscarry when the mares
accidentally eat caterpillars that are in the pasture grasses.
It is the forest tent caterpillars, though, that pose a bigger threat to woodlot owners and maple sugar producers. The FTC
will start to make its presence known in a few weeks. They’re small right now, a half inch or less, and while the cool rainy
weather has put a damper on their activities, they’ll grow fast. Some areas of St. Lawrence County are seeing minor to
moderate defoliation.
A single severe defoliation can weaken a tree, and in maples can significantly lower sap sugar content for one or more years.
A repeat defoliation will further damage trees, making them more susceptible to other stressors such as lecanium scale
insects (which, aside from hurting trees, leave sticky droplets on your windshield if you park under a maple). Timber
managers as well are watching how the caterpillar outbreak progresses.
It may seem like needless worry over a phenomenon that has been recurring for a few thousand years. Indeed, under ideal
conditions only 15-20 percent of overstory trees die as a result of consecutive defoliations, according to Dr. Douglas Allen
of SUNY-ESF. But trees have never experienced water stress like they have in the past two decades, especially in 2012 and
2016. It may take two to three years for a tree to recover from such prolonged dry spells. Other pests like scale only add to
the stress. As if that wasn’t enough, a researcher at the University of Alberta discovered that outbreaks in fragmented forests
last much longer than those in large unbroken tracts of forest.
In the past, some maple producers had their sugar bushes aerially sprayed to control tent caterpillars. The best product for
killing them is a called Bt (for Bacillus thurengiensis, the organism that makes the toxin) and is available under various
trade names like Dipel or Thuricide. Bt is nontoxic to humans, wildlife and other insects. In cases of bad tent caterpillar
outbreaks, timber managers may want to consider delaying thinning operations in the most heavily infested stands, as
harvesting operations can further stress trees. Horse owners with a pregnant mare would do well to try and limit ETC around
pastures. Such controls might include removing host trees or even spraying a band of insecticide (use per label) around the
perimeter.
Homeowners can use Bt on their yard trees, but you’ll have to hurry to control the eastern tent caterpillar, as they’re getting
past the life stage that’s easy to control. Since they congregate in their nests in daylight, their nests can be thrown to the
ground and squashed where they’re reachable. Do not attempt to burn out their nests—it damages the tree, is dangerous, and
does not even kill very many caterpillars.
Forest tent caterpillars are still small enough that there’s time to spray Bt, and while they can sometimes be found on the
same fruit trees as ETC, a professional spray rig would be needed to reach into the canopy of the mature trees they infest.
When these pests eat up one food source they’ll travel to seek another. Using sticky traps like ‘Tanglefoot’ and other brands
on the trunks can help protect small yard trees from getting invaded by hungry hordes on the march. Watering yard trees
during dry periods can help them recover from defoliation.
There are many natural controls for tent caterpillars like viruses and fungi, but it takes a few years for these to build up to
the point where they bring down the caterpillar population. Infestations typically last from two to four years in large tracts of
forest, and up to six years in small blocks. One reason fragmented forests have longer infestation times is that sunlight
inhibits a caterpillar-killing virus. A species of non- biting fly parasitizes caterpillars, so although these flies can be a
nuisance themselves, remember what they’re doing. Unfortunately, no birds native to the area are known to eat the tent
worms.
While we may not see a bad tent caterpillar outbreak for a few years yet, keep an eye out for tents.
Source: Paul Hetzler, Horticulture & Natural Resources Educator; St. Lawrence County CCE
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By Mellissa Spence, Sustainable Ag Educator

Nestled on the outskirts of Lowville is The Valley Greenery on
the Markowski Road filled with beautiful flowers and
vegetables from their greenhouses. In 2014, Andrew and
Kaitlin Bull purchased the business and most recently added a
new member to the family; Hudson. With family in the area, it
made sense to stay in Lowville to work the business and raise
a family. Andrew and Kaitlin received Bachelor of Science
degrees in Horticulture and have extensive knowledge on
landscape design. They pride themselves with high quality
specialty annuals, herbs, and vegetables which are grown
from seed in the greenhouses. They start propagating the
seed in early to mid-February. Every season they provide the
home gardener with new varieties and unique colors or the
latest trend in flowers and vegetables. The Valley Greenery
has a unique gardening gift store filled with items not familiar at large chain stores. Besides the homegrown
plants, the store carries planters, bird feeders, hummingbird feeders, gazing balls, handcrafted pottery, garden
flags, garden stepping stones and packages of seeds not grown on the premises. They have fruit trees,
landscaping shrubs, mulch, a professional line of soils, an organic line of fertilizers, and heirloom varieties of
vegetables. Andrew said, they grow black cherry tomatoes, little finger eggplants and eight ball zucchini that
are round shaped. In the Fall, they have ornamental kale, mums, and Gem corn as well as pumpkins and
gourds.
Kaitlin and Andrew provide a service of container flower gardening. If you want to request a specific container
of flowers ahead of time, the customer can drop off their empty pots, or hanging baskets and your special
orders will be filled upon request and you will pick them up when they are ready. The garden center is open
daily from Monday to Sunday and in the
summer, times vary so you will need to check
out their website on The Valley Greenery.
Congratulations to Kaitlin and Andrew Bull for a
successful business providing flowers and
vegetables with the anticipation of the much
needed hues of spring and summer colors. Now
is the time to start your planting and enjoy the
therapeutic natural setting of gardening that
will transform yourself into a tranquil or serene
surrounding.
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BEEKEEPING RESEARCH ON PARASITES,
PATHOGENS AND PESTICIDES IN NYS

Tuesday – August 1, 2017; 6pm-8pm
Lewis County Cornell Cooperative Extension
5274 Outer Stowe Street, Lowville, NY 13367

Cost $5.00 per person
Pre-register by July 27, 2017
before 4pm, Call 315-376-5270
Payments are non-refundable
Registration allows us to communicate any cancellations or changes in arrangements
“Please contact the Cornell Cooperative Extension of Lewis County office if you have any special needs.”

Emma Mullen – Honey Bee Extension Associate:
Department of Entomology at Cornell University
The Honey Bee Research and Extension Program at Cornell University is working to
understand the stress factors that are impacting bees in New York State. Emma Mullen
leads an ongoing research program that investigates the prevalence
of Varroa mites, Nosema, 8 viruses, and pesticides in over 300 honey bee colonies
across the state. In this talk, she will share her results from this research to help shed
light on the prevalence of parasites, pathogens, and pesticides in NYS and what
beekeepers can do to keep their colonies healthy.
Cornell Cooperative Extension is an employer and educator recognized for valuing AA/EEO
Protected Veterans and Individuals with Disabilities and provides equal program and employment opportunities
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Be Resilient: S-t-r-e-t-c-h, Bounce Back & Roll Forward!
Keys to Resilience:
Transformation through Adversity
Resilience is a common word and many of us have
a sense that being resilient is a good thing. But
what does resilience really mean? And how can
being resilient benefit families and individuals,
especially when faced with challenges in life?
Resilience can be defined as the capacity to
rebound from adversity stronger and more
resourceful. It’s important not to equate resilience
with competent functioning. Resilience is more
than just “getting through” or coping with a
challenging situation. Resilience involves positive
transformation and growth that enables one to deal effectively with challenges.
One way to think of resilience is to compare it to a rubber band. In order for a rubber band to move
forward we need to pull it back first. The same thing happens in life. Something might happen that
knocks us back for a while but, if we are resilient, we stretch ourselves and spring forward.
Froma Walsh developed a family resilience framework that can be useful for families and individuals who
are dealing with adversity. Her approach is based on research and has been developed, refined and
reformulated over many years of clinical teaching, supervision, and direct practice as a family therapist.
According to Walsh, the family resilience framework applies to various types of family structures as well
as formal and informal kin networks. Research has found that families can flourish and children thrive in a
variety of kin arrangements; what matters most are effective family processes that contribute to
resiliency. The framework can also apply to individuals in the context of their biological or created family.
Walsh offers nine “keys to resilience” in three different areas: family belief systems, family organization
and resources, and family communication. When considering any of these keys to resilience it’s important
to acknowledge that cultural differences could affect how these ideas look in any particular family.
In the area of family belief systems, resilient families:
 Make meaning of crisis and challenge
Resilient families view crisis as a shared challenge, in contrast to a philosophy of the “tough, rugged
individual” getting through adversity. Relationships are extremely important in these families. They
believe that by joining together with family members and others who are significant to the family,
they can strengthen their ability to meet challenges. Resilient families see adversity as manageable
and meaningful, something that contributes to growth and change across the life cycle of the family.
 Maintain a positive outlook
Resilient families hold an optimistic view of life. By affirming family strengths and potential in the
midst of crisis, families encourage their members and reinforce a sense of confidence and a “can
do” spirit. Resilient families “master the art of the possible,” taking stock of the crisis situation and
focusing the family’s energies on making the best of available options. This also implies acceptance
of things that are beyond the family’s control.
 Value transcendence and spirituality
Resilient families find meaning, purpose and connection to something beyond themselves, their
members, and their immediate problems. This may be defined as the family’s moral and spiritual
values that are their source of strength. Many families find strength, comfort and guidance in
adversity through their connections with cultural and religious traditions. Families may also find
spiritual nourishment through such things as a deep connection with nature, music or art. By seeing
themselves as part of something bigger than themselves families are able to take a larger view of the
crisis that they are experiencing, which can lead to a heightened sense of purpose in their lives.
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In the area of family organization and resources, resilient families are:
 Flexible
Resilient families have a flexible structure that they can modify to fit their needs and challenges,
rather than holding a rigid conception of family roles and rules. This allows the family to adapt to
changes which may come about through crisis or adversity. While people often refer to “bouncing
back” after a crisis, resilience might be seen as “bouncing forward.” Resilient families rebound and
reorganize in the face of challenge, rather than returning to the way things were before the crisis.
Strong leadership with a focus on security and some sense of predictability is needed within the
family to help guide vulnerable family members through changes in the family.
 Connected
Resilient families know they can count on each other during times of crisis. At the same time, family
resiliency is strengthened when members respect each others’ individual differences, separateness,
and boundaries. Resilient families are able to balance connectedness and separateness among family
members in order to respond to changing situations within the family.
 Supported by social and economic resources
Resilient families have a network of people (family, friends, neighbors) and organizations that can
serve as their lifelines during challenging times. This network provides practical assistance
(information, concrete services), emotional support, and connection to the larger community.
Resilient families are able to recognize when they need help and make use of their network to get
the help they need.
In the area of family communication, resilient families:
 Share clear, consistent messages
Resilient families “say what they mean and mean what they say.”
Communication that is direct, clear, specific, consistent and honest
helps all family members understand the crisis that the family is facing
and encourages them to share their feelings and opinions with one
another. This type of communication also sets the stage for a shared
process of decision making about how the family will go forward in the
face of crisis.
 Openly express their emotions
Resilient families are characterized by a climate of mutual trust and
encourage their members to share a range of feelings, practice empathy, and comfort one another.
Resilient families look for opportunities to enjoy humor and pleasurable interactions that can serve as
respite during challenging times. Encouraging family members to laugh with one another or to enjoy
a pleasurable activity together can revitalize families who are under stress.
 Use collaborative problem solving
Resilient families identify problems and the options available to deal with them and then make
decisions as a team. Family members engage in creative brainstorming as a way to discover new
possibilities for overcoming diversity, with ideas of all members respected and valued. Resilient
families focus on achievable goals and concrete steps that can be taken to achieve those goals.
Families build on their success as they pursue their goals and learn from things that don’t work.
Through this process, families learn skills that can help them become proactive in preparing for future
challenges.
Source: http://fyi.uwex.edu; prepared by: Patti Herman, Pam Peterson and Jane Schaaf, Family Living
Educators, UW-Extension, 2009. Resource: Walsh, F. (2006) Strengthening Family Resilience (Second
Edition). New York: The Guilford Press
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National Ice Cream
Month -And Beyond!
July is National Ice Cream Month, but there’s no
reason to end the celebration of this cool, creamy
treat after that! Most of us consider ourselves fine
connoisseurs of ice cream. We certainly know it’s a
tasty summertime treat. How much do you really
know about ice cream? Since this is National Ice
Cream Month, below are some ice cream facts from the International Ice Cream Association (IICA).

















In 1984, President Ronald Reagan designated July as National Ice Cream Month. He recognized
ice cream as a fun and nutritious food that is enjoyed by a full 90 percent of the nation’s
population. In the proclamation, President Reagan called for all people of the United States to
observe these events with “appropriate ceremonies and activities.”
The U.S. ice cream industry generates more than 21 billion dollars in annual sales and provides
jobs for thousands of citizens. About 9 percent of all the milk produced by U.S. dairy farmers is
used to produce ice cream, contributing significantly to the economic well-being of the nation’s
dairy industry.
Vanilla continues to be America’s flavor of choice in ice cream and novelties, in both supermarket
and foodservice sales. This flavor is the most versatile, mixing well with toppings, drinks and
bakery desserts. America’s top five favorite individual flavors are vanilla, chocolate, neapolitan,
strawberry, and cookies and cream.
Ice Cream consists of a mixture of dairy ingredients such as milk and nonfat milk, and ingredients
for sweetening and flavoring, such as fruits, nuts and chocolate chips. Functional ingredients,
such as stabilizers and emulsifiers, are often included in the product to promote proper texture
and enhance the eating experience. By federal law, ice cream must contain at least 10 percent
milk fat, before the addition of bulky ingredients, and must weigh a minimum of 4.5 pounds to
the gallon.
Frozen Custard or French Ice Cream must also contain a minimum of 10 percent milk fat, as well
as at least 1.4 percent egg yolk solids.
Sherbets have a milk fat content of between 1 and 2 percent, and a slightly higher sweetener
content than ice cream. Sherbet weighs a minimum of 6 pounds to the gallon and is flavored
either with fruit or other characterizing ingredients.
Gelato is characterized by an intense flavor and is served in a semi-frozen state that is similar to
“soft serve” ice cream. Italian-style gelato is denser than ice cream, since it has less air in the
product. Typically, gelato has more milk than cream and also contains sweeteners, egg yolks and
flavoring.
Sorbet and Water Ices are similar to sherbets, but contain no dairy ingredients.
Frozen Yogurt consists of a mixture of dairy ingredients such as milk and nonfat milk, which has
been cultured, as well as ingredients for sweetening and flavoring.
Novelties are separately packaged single servings of a frozen dessert — such as ice cream
sandwiches, fudge sticks and juice bars — that may or may not contain dairy ingredients.

In maintaining your healthy lifestyle, remember the terms “portion size” and “moderation” as you
celebrate National Ice Cream Month – and beyond!
Enjoy a scoop of the good stuff and remember: "I scream, you scream, we all scream for ice cream!"
Source: North Carolina Cooperative Extension, Cleveland County Center
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Ice cream is best stored at – 20 °C (or colder) and is easiest to scoop around –
10 °C. Consumers can prevent the formation of ice crystals by covering the ice
cream container with a large plastic freezer bag when stored in the freezer.



According to the Guinness World Records, the largest:


Cup of ice cream weighed 4,021 kg and stood 1.96 m tall from the base of the
cup to the highest point of the ice cream. The record was achieved by BaskinRobbins at their headquarters in Canton, Massachusetts in September 2005.



Ice cream cone on record measured 2.81 m in height and was achieved in
January 2011.



In 1782, George Washington described in his Mount Vernon ledger a cream
machine for ice."



"Astronaut Ice Cream" or freeze-dried ice cream has only flown in space one time
in 1968 aboard NASA's Apollo 7.



The Nutrition Facts Label on consumer products can promote healthy eating by
telling you about the food you eat. According to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's National Nutrient Database (link is external), one 100 g serving of
vanilla ice cream (data profile 19095) contains about 21 g sugar, 3.5 g protein,
128 mg calcium, and 207 kcal energy.

Materials Needed:
 1 gallon heavy duty freezer bag
 1 quart zipper-style bag
 4 cups of ice
 1 cup of ice cream salt






½ tablespoon of sugar
½ cup of light whipping cream
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Cups and spoons

Instructions:
1. Pour the cream, vanilla extract, and sugar in the small zipper bag. Squeeze as
much air out as possible, mix well and seal the bag carefully.
2. Place the small zipper bag into the large bag. Cover with ice and salt. Seal the
large bag tightly.
3. Shake, toss, and flip the “ice cream machine” for 5 to 10 minutes. If the bag
gets too cold to handle, wrap it with a towel or pass it from person to person if
the mixture hasn’t frozen after 10 minutes, add more salt and ice.
4. Open the larger bag and remove the smaller bag. Wipe the smaller bag
thoroughly before opening it so the salty water does not contaminate the ice
cream. The ice cream should be the consistency of soft serve ice cream.
Eat right out of the bag or serve in small cups.
Source: National 4-H Curriculum
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Pocket Rain Gauge Available for iOS
** Pocket Rain Gauge data is updated every hour and reflects
the previous 24 hours. Works in the lower 48 US States.**
A rain gauge right in your pocket!
Pocket Rain Gauge delivers highly accurate rainfall measurements based
on your location. Or log in with your free Morning Farm Report™
account to get rainfall totals for all of the fields tied to your account.
To make sure we deliver the highest quality rainfall measurements, we’ve included feedback
functionality so you can let us know how accurate our measurements are. If Pocket Rain Gauge
says you got 1.3 inches of rain, but you know your field actually got 1.6 inches, let us know. We’ll
use your feedback to make our measurements even better.
Pocket Rain Gauge is a
universal rain gauge that's with
you whenever and wherever
you need it. It's the perfect app
for farmers, home gardeners,
hikers, golfers, or just plain
weather geeks!
Agrible…** Our products and
services provide estimates and
recommendations based on
models and do not guarantee
results. We do not endorse any
brand or product. We
encourage you to consult other
agricultural professionals, such
as crop consultants,
agronomists, or other trusted
advisors. Farming decisions
inherently involve risk; our goal
is to help you in your risk
management and operational
decisions. Best of luck and
grow smarter with your friends at Agrible!
Changes to 'Your Fields' data from fixed 24 hour window to rolling 24 hour window.
Pocket Rain Gauge is free and can be found on the App Store.
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CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EVENTS
July 18-22

2017 Lewis County Fair;
http://www.lewiscountyfair.org/

Fair: 315-376-8333
CCE: 315-376-5270

August 1

Beekeeping Research on Parasites, Pathogens &
Pesticides in NYS @ Lewis County CCE 6-8pm

Mellissa Spence &
Paulina Renggli
315-376-5270

August 2 & 3

Babysitting Certification for Youth ages 12-15
Croghan Fire Hall; 9am-3pm
(see page 27 for more courses available)

Olivia Barker,
youth@ncppc.org
or 315-788-8533

August 11

Shop Meeting: Farm Truck Clinic - 12:30-2pm
@ Copenhagen Fire Hall

Peggy Murray
315-376-5270

August 13-15

NYS Maple Tour in Lewis County
http://ccelewis.org/agriculture/maple/maple-tour

Jake Moser 315-486-7933 or
Shawn Massey 315-783-5586

August 23September 4

New York State Fair

https://nysfair.ny.gov/
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